Thermodynamic evaluation and modeling of proton and water exchange associated with benzamidine and berenil binding to beta-trypsin.
Serine-proteases are involved in vital processes in virtually all species. They are important targets for researchers studying the relationships between protein structure and activity, for the rational design of new pharmaceuticals. Trypsin was used as a model to assess a possible differential contribution of hydration water to the binding of two synthetic inhibitors. Thermodynamic parameters for the association of bovine beta-trypsin (homogeneous material, observed 23,294.4 +/- 0.2 Da, theoretical 23,292.5 Da) with the inhibitors benzamidine and berenil at pH 8.0, 25 degrees C and with 25 mM CaCl2, were determined using isothermal titration calorimetry and the osmotic stress method. The association constant for berenil was about 12 times higher compared to the one for benzamidine (binding constants are K = 596,599 +/- 25,057 and 49,513 +/- 2,732 M(-1), respectively; the number of binding sites is the same for both ligands, N = 0.99 +/- 0.05). Apparently the driving force responsible for this large difference of affinity is not due to hydrophobic interactions because the variation in heat capacity (DeltaCp), a characteristic signature of these interactions, was similar in both systems tested (-464.7 +/- 23.9 and -477.1 +/- 86.8 J K(-1) mol(-1) for berenil and benzamidine, respectively). The results also indicated that the enzyme has a net gain of about 21 water molecules regardless of the inhibitor tested. It was shown that the difference in affinity could be due to a larger number of interactions between berenil and the enzyme based on computational modeling. The data support the view that pharmaceuticals derived from benzamidine that enable hydrogen bond formation outside the catalytic binding pocket of beta-trypsin may result in more effective inhibitors.